Grants.gov Funding Opportunities for the Week of July 22 2013

DOD
Department of Defense
Office of Naval Research
NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND
Historic Preservation and Architectural Conservation work at MCBCP Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237635

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
NIAMS Multi-Center Clinical Study Implementation Planning Grants (U34) Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=80254

USAID
Agency for International Development
Ghana USAID-Accra
Innovate for Health
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=236207

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Office of Justice Programs
Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
OJJDP FY 13 Support to the Attorney General's Task Force on American Indian/Alaska Native Children Exposed to Violence Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=236385

USAID
Agency for International Development
South Africa USAID-Pretoria
Communities Forward- A Community-Based Comprehensive HIV Prevention, Counseling and Testing Program to Reduce HIV Incidence
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=236620

VA
Department of Veterans Affairs
Chief Business Office
Grants For Transportation Of Veterans In Highly Rural Areas
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237336

DOT
Department of Transportation
Pipeline &Hazardous Material Safety Administration
DOT PHMSA 2014 Hazardous Liquid Base Grant
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237533

DOT
Department of Transportation
Pipeline &Hazardous Material Safety Administration
DOT PHMSA 2014 Natural Gas Base Grant
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237534

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
ROSES 2013: Earth Venture Suborbital-2
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237535

DOS
Department of State
U.S. Mission to Russia
Media Training Solicitation
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237553

DOS
Department of State
Ocean and International Environmental Scientific
Improved Fisheries Management in Chile
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237554

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Monitor and mitigate the effects of saltcedar beetle on Athel Trees in the Rio
Grande-Rio Bravo Basin, Year 2
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237555

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Center for Construction Safety and Health Research and Translation
(U60)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237556

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
National Park Service-Condition Assessment and Treatment Planning for
Montezuma Castle
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237557
DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
BLM OR-WA Salmon Watch Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237558

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Health Resources & Services Administration
Home Visiting Collaborative Improvement and Innovation Network (HV CoIIN)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237573

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
National Park Service-Architectural Condition Assessments
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237574

DOS
Department of State
U.S. Mission to Afghanistan
English Teaching for Bakhtar News Agency Staff
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237575

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Promote and engage in the protection and preservation of the El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro NHT
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237593
NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA Headquarters RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN AERONAUTICS - 2013 Modification 6
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=211713

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Mechanistic Insights from Birth Cohorts (R01) Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=219335

DOS
Department of State
Bureau of South and Central Asian Affairs Track II Activities for India and Pakistan Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=235737

USAID
Agency for International Development
Development Grants Program (DGP) Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237329

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Mentored Research Scientist Development Award (K01) Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237453

ED
Department of Education
Office of Elementary and Secondary Education (OESE): Education Facilities Clearinghouse Program CFDA Number 84.215T
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237493

DOT
Department of Transportation
DOT Federal Highway Administration
"Air Quality and Congestion Mitigation Measure Outcomes Assessment Study"
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237494

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Notice of Intent to Award; Town of Chatham, MA
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237496

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
ROSES 2013: Atmospheric Composition: Aura Science Team
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237498

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Grand Opportunity in Medications Development for Substance-Use Disorders (U01)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237499

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
2013 C & O Canal NHP Latino Youth Internship Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237500

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
BLM-NM Cultural Resource and Trail Studies in New Mexico
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237501

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
National Park Service-Administrative Support ? Part 3
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237502

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Rio Grande National Heritage Area
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237503

DOD
Department of Defense
Dept. of the Army -- USAMRAA
DoD Gulf War Illness Clinical Trial Award with Multiple-PI Option
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237504

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Research Linking Environmental Exposure to Alzheimer's Disease (R01) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237505

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Research Linking Environmental Exposure to Neurodegenerative Disease (R21) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237506

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Hardwood Draw/Riparian Inventory in South Dakota Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237507

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Blood Pressure Measurement Technologies for Low-Resource Settings in the U.S. and India (U01) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237509

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Yuma Crossing National Heritage Area Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237510
DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Poudre Heritage Alliance of Colorado
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237511

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Prisons
National Institute of Corrections
Vicarious Trauma Affecting Staff in Correctional Settings
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237512

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Paul D. Wellstone Muscular Dystrophy Cooperative Research Centers (U54)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237513

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Sangre de Cristo National Heritage Area
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237514

DOS
Department of State
Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs
Middle East Partnership Initiative
Regional Assistance Program
Grant
DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Freedom’s Way Heritage Association Management Plan
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237516

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Upper Housatonic Valley National Heritage Area
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237517

CNCS
Corporation for National and Community Service
Volunteer Generation Fund FY13
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237518

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Antelope Jackrabbit in relation to habitat composition and structure
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237519

USAID
Agency for International Development
Emerging Priorities in Reproductive, Maternal and Newborn Health
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237520
DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Conduct hydrogeologic investigation in the Big Bend Reach of the Rio Grande, the lower Pecos River, and the Devil's River
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237521

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Vanished Villages
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237522

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Investigating Social and Spatial Aspects of Sport Hunting in Western Noatak National Preserve
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237523

NSF
National Science Foundation
Networking Technology and Systems
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237524

NSF
National Science Foundation
Ecology and Evolution of Infectious Diseases
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237525
DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Long Pond Tidegate
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237526

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Ethnohistory and Ethnoarchaeology of Reindeer Herding on the Alaska Peninsula. (Year 3 - Final)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237527

NSF
National Science Foundation
Cultural Anthropology
Modification 22
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=45592

NSF
National Science Foundation
Infrastructure Management and Extreme Events Modification 6
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=56351

NSF
National Science Foundation
Materials and Surface Engineering
Modification 8
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=56354

NSF
National Science Foundation
Structural Materials and Mechanics
NSF
National Science Foundation
Operations Research
Modification 11
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=56363

NSF
National Science Foundation
Service Enterprise Systems
Modification 10
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=56759

NSF
National Science Foundation
Dynamical Systems
Modification 5
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=58689

NSF
National Science Foundation
Mathematical Physics
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=93893

NSF
National Science Foundation
Physics of Living Systems
Modification 5
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=93900
NSF
National Science Foundation
Theoretical Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=101115

NSF
National Science Foundation
Manufacturing Enterprise Systems
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=133635

NSF
National Science Foundation
Geotechnical Engineering
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=133636

NSF
National Science Foundation
Civil Infrastructure Systems
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=133637

NSF
National Science Foundation
Experimental Elementary Particle Physics Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=170638

NSF
National Science Foundation
Theoretical Nuclear Physics
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=170639
NSF
National Science Foundation
Particle Astrophysics
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=170640

NSF
National Science Foundation
Experimental Atomic Molecular and Optical Physics Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=170817

NSF
National Science Foundation
Sensors and Sensing Systems
Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=213593

DOT
Department of Transportation
DOT/National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Demonstration to Promote Motorcycle Helmet Use Modification 6
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=236854

USAID
Agency for International Development
Paraguay USAID-Asuncion
USAID/Paraguay Economic Development Program Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=236868

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, Colorado Plateau CESU Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?mode=VIEW&oppId=237124
USAID
Agency for International Development
Development Grants Program (DGP)
Modification 4
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237329

NSF
National Science Foundation
Computing and Communication Foundations (CCF): Core Programs Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237682

NSF
National Science Foundation
Information and Intelligent Systems (IIS): Core Programs Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237683

NSF
National Science Foundation
Computer and Network Systems (CNS): Core Programs Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237684

NSF
National Science Foundation
Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237689

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Prisons
National Institute of Corrections
Executive Excellence a Training and Development Program for Correctional Executives.
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237703

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Youth Education on BLM Lands
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237713

DOS
Department of State
U.S. Mission to Pakistan
U.S. Cultural Immersion Institute for English Access Microscholarship Program
Teachers and Students from Pakistan and India (Summer 2014) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237714

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Children and Families Administration for Children & Families -
ACYF/FYSB Competitive Abstinence Education Grant Program Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237717

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention National Center for Construction
Safety and Health Research and Translation (U60) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237719

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
National Park Service-Condition Assessment and Treatment Planning for
Prehistoric Earthen Plasters and Masonry at Bare Ladder Ruin, Natural Bridges
NM Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237720

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Prisons
National Institute of Corrections
Evidence-Based Decision Making in State and Local Criminal Justice Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237721

DOE
Department of Energy
Headquarters
Full-Spectrum Optimized Collection and Utilization of Sunlight (FOCUS) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237722

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
National Park Service-Perform a Preservation Training Needs Assessment in VT Parks and Develop Workshops Aimed at Training Interns and Park Staff in Preservation Activities Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237723

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Abuse-Resistant and Abuse-Deterrent Formulations and Devices to Avoid the Abuse, Misuse and Diversion of Prescription Opioids by Patients (SBIR)(R43/R44) Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237724
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Clinical Trial of a Multifactorial Fall Injury Prevention Strategy in Older Persons (U01)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237725

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Notice of Intent to Award: Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller NHP; Lessons in Leadership: Applying Developmental Evaluation to Examine Leadership and Organizational Culture in the Public Sector
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237726

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
National Park Service-Develop and Test Graffiti Mitigation Techniques at the Barker Dam Historic Site
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237727

USDA
Department of Agriculture
Utilities Programs
Public Television Digital Transition Grant Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237729

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Acquisition Coordination, Compilation, Data Management and Change Analysis
of LiDAR and Other Geospatial Data Collected Pre- and Post-Hurricane Sandy Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237730

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
ROSES 2013: Heliophysics Grand Challenges Research Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237731

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Expansion of Probability of Being Cropped Analysis to Minnesota and Iowa Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237732

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
2013 Strategic Planning for the Champlain Heritage Partnership Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237733

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Grizzly Bear Conservation Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237734

PAMS
Department of Energy - Office of Science
Office of Science
SBIR/STTR FY 2013 Phase II Release 3
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237735

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Fish and Wildlife Coordination and Assistance Programs
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237736

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Study, preserve, protect, interpret, and promote the Old Spanish National Historic Trail
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237753

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
National Park Service-Make Archives and Park Libraries Accessible to Researchers through Processing and Cataloging
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237754

DOS
Department of State
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affair
Community Police Program ? Public Outreach
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237773
NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA Headquarters RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN AERONAUTICS - 2013 Modification 7
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=211713

DOD
Department of Defense
Defense Logistics Agency
Procurement Technical Assistance Program (PTAP) Modification 3
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=230380

DOE
Department of Energy
Golden Field Office
RFI - Rotating Disk Electrode Experiments for PEMFC Electrocatalyst Screening Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=234453

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Wilderness Stewardship Training and Commemoration Activities Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=236023

USAID
Agency for International Development
Thailand USAID-Bangkok
USAID SERVIR Mekong Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=236613

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
COOPERATIVE ECOSYSTEM STUDIES UNIT, ROCKY MOUNTAIN CESU
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237121

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, Colorado Plateau CESU
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237124

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, Pacific Northwest CESU
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237125

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, Great Basin CESU
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237127

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, Californian CESU
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237129
DOD
Department of Defense
Office of Naval Research
Naval Research Laboratory
NRL WIDE BROAD AGENCY ANNOUNCEMENT BAA-N00173-03
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237452

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, Chesapeake Watershed CESU Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237673

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, South Florida Caribbean CESU Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237674

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, South Florida Caribbean CESU Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237675

DOD
Department of Defense
Dept of the Army -- Materiel Command
Defense Forensics and Biometrics Agency (DFBA) BAA for Basic, Applied Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&opplId=237676
DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
COOPERATIVE ECOSYSTEM STUDIES UNIT, SOUTH FLORIDA/CARIBBEAN CESU
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237677

DOI
Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, South Florida/Caribbean CESU
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237678

DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
BLM WY Conservation corp Habitat and Recreation Enhancement
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237679

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Food & Drug Administration
Cooperative Agreement to Support the World Trade Organization’s (WTO) Standards and Trade Development Facility (STDF) (U01) Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237680

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Johnson Space Center
HUMAN EXPLORATION RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES NASA RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237681
NSF
National Science Foundation
Computing and Communication Foundations (CCF): Core Programs
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237682

NSF
National Science Foundation
Information and Intelligent Systems (IIS): Core Programs
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237683

NSF
National Science Foundation
Computer and Network Systems (CNS): Core Programs
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237684

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Revision Applications to Promote Collaborative Research on Addiction at NIH (CRAN): Comorbidity-Related Research (R01)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237686

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health
Administrative Supplements to Promote Collaborative Research on Addiction at NIH (CRAN): Comorbidity-Related Research (Admin Supp)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237687
DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
National Fish Passage Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237688

NSF
National Science Foundation
Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237689

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Administration for Community Living
Help America Vote Act (HAVA) Training and Technical Assistance (T/TA) to Assist Protection and Advocacy Systems (P & As) to Establish or Improve Voting Access for Individuals with Disabilities Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237690

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Response of Benthic Infauna to Marsh Restoration in Jamaica Bay
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237691

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Notice of Intent to Award Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237692
DOS
Department of State
U.S. Mission to Afghanistan
Maintenance and Operations Grant for Kabul University Media Operations Center (MOC)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237693

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Agence Nationale des parcs Nationaux Cooperative Agreement
Modification 1
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237694

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
KLAMATH BASIN RESTORATION PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING PROGRAM
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237695

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
The Wetlands Conservancy
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237696

EPA
Environmental Protection Agency
Great Lakes Restoration Initiative Request for Applications
Modification 2
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237697
DOI
Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
SNPLMA Natural Resource Research Associate Program
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237699

DOL
Department of Labor
OASAM
Combating Exploitative Child Labor in Morocco
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237700

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Prisons
National Institute of Corrections
Core Competencies for Corrections Learning and Performance Professionals
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237701

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Prisons
National Institute of Corrections
Executive Excellence a Training and Development Program for Correctional Executives.
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237702

USDOJ
Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Prisons
National Institute of Corrections
Executive Excellence a Training and Development Program for Correctional
Executives.
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237703

DOI
Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
LCC Addressing National Science, Conservation Information, and Related
Decision Support Needs
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237704

NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Headquarters
B.2 System-Wide Safety Assurance Technologies (SSAT)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237706

HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Center for Construction Safety and Health Research and Translation
(U60)
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237707

DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Notice of Intent to Award: Maine Acadian Culture Project ? Employ
Geographically Isolated Acadian Youth at MAAC Sites
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237708
DOI
Department of the Interior
National Park Service
Protect, preserve, and promote public awareness of and appreciation for the
Pony Express National Historic Trail
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237709

DOD
Department of Defense
Dept. of the Army -- Corps of Engineers
Plant Conservation and Restoration Ecology
Grant
http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?&mode=VIEW&oppId=237710